
TRANS- 
FORMATION  

SUPPORT 

To get you safely from A to B in your strategic projects,  
we accompany you exactly where you need support. 

 In the right places and in the necessary depth – as a full-service 
partner in program management, as an interim 

 project manager or as a senior advisor.



Major transformation projects offer attractive 

 future opportunities for companies, but at the 

same time also uncertainty. It doesn't matter  

whether it's about digital transformation, 

 the sustainability roadmap or the implementation 

of the growth strategy. The big question is:  

Can the project be implemented with the  

know-how of the company's own employees and 

the existing staffing levels without overheating 

 the organization?  

No matter what challenge you face:  
Our transformation experts are there to 
 support you wherever your capacities  

reach their limits – with an understanding  
of different business models,  

process and technology expertise,  
and experience in change management. 

CLOSE COMPETENCE GAPS,  
REDUCE EMPLOYEES' WORKLOAD



TRANSFORMATION SUPPORT 

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT 
Your carefree free package

INTERIM PROJECT MANAGEMENT 
Temporary management

Your transformation project is complex and consists 

of a large number of interdependent projects? It 

needs a navigator to hold the reins together within 

the organization?  

Make complexity controllable by means of program 

management: Our experienced transformation 

managers – with a team if required – orchestrate 

the complex project structure in an overarching 

program and guide your project safely to its goal. 

Along the way, they remove obstacles, resolve 

Is your transformation project imminent, but lacking 

the management capacity to steer individual project 

strands?

Our experts are committed to supporting you,  

working in partnership with management and  

absorbing bottlenecks in the project. Hand in hand 

with your team, they drive the projects forward  

with the necessary pragmatism and keep the goal 

in sight.

resource and goal conflicts, support your team with 

their expertise and translate between management, 

project leaders and all other stakeholders. Your  

employees feel they are being met and understand 

the project steps on the transformation journey.  

Learn more about how program management 
supports the efficient implementation of large 
transformation projects.

When things get tight, we find a solution: With our 

broad-based competence team, we cover different 

positions in the project environment, for example, 

we support you in the project management office, 

as an internal project manager or as a process  

owner for E2E processes. As a change maker,  

we take over the communication towards your  

employees and make sure that they feel well  

met and support the transformation process..

You need qualified and dedicated gap fillers? 
Contact us.

OUR SERVICES

 TO THE BROCHURE 

#1

#2

https://allforoneprod-media.e-spirit.cloud/media_group_website/themen-impulse/strategie-transformation/sonstiges/Allfoye-Program-Management_English.pdf#1984434


TRANSFORMATION SUPPORT 

SENIOR ADVISOR 
C-Level Sparring Partner  

A transformation project is ahead of you or already 

underway, and you would like an expert at eye  

level to accompany you temporarily in an advisory 

capacity? 

Our senior advisors are experienced top managers 

and specialized experts who support you with broad 

industry experience in the implementation of your 

projects. They act as sparring partners and are also 

there for you when things are burning in the project. 

Together, you reflect on your challenges and deve-

lop solutions for your issues. In doing so, you benefit 

from the extensive expertise and high management 

competence of our consulting heavyweights.

On which topics do you need exchange and 
support? We will find the right sparring partner 
for you.

#3

In an initial meeting, we clarify what level  
of support you need: Do you already have  

a good overview of the entire project?  
Or is only the tip of the iceberg showing at the moment? 

With our many years of experience, we advise you on 
 the appropriate set-up and develop an individual support 

plan with which you can reliably achieve your goals.

OUR START INTO  
THE COOPERATION  



TRANSFORMATION SUPPORT 

WHY US

Our core business is the holistic transformation  
of organizations. With this experience,  

we support you in successfully implementing  
complex strategic transformation projects. 

 
We are optimists for the future, believe in  

the sustainable and digital innovative power of SMEs,  
and see transformation as an opportunity for  
a successful European economy and a society  

worth living in. Based on this drive, we accompany  
companies with good concepts, creative ideas  

and effective product and service solutions to successful  
and resilient organizations. 

In doing so, we also draw on our unique  
network of startups, technology partners and companies  

from business and science. 
 

We are part of the All for One Group SE.

 
TRANSFORMATION EXPERTISE - SME FOCUS -  

OPPORTUNITY ORIENTATION - PARTNER NETWORK 

Let's get started.



Let's talk. 
 
Marcus Baur
Executive Director

Allfoye Managementberatung GmbH 
Graf-Adolf-Platz 1-2 
40213 Düsseldorf 
Germany

+49 160 972 138 90
marcus.baur@allfoye.com

ALLFOYE.COM
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